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I. Introduction
The present study is a collaboration between the Flow Research Collective and iZone, which
runs a Formula 1 driving simulator and driver training facility.  While many aspects of racing
have been quantified, iZone coaches expressed the need to quantify the subjective,
psychological dimension of the sport as well.  Given this opportunity, the main motivation for this
study is to improve driver performance using a more comprehensive understanding of flow
science.  More specifically, it looks to accomplish the following:

1. Validate flow triggers and characteristics in the context of Formula 1 driving, including
elements of flow beyond the nine common in the main body of research

2. Conduct exploratory analysis of the physiological and neural correlates of flow using
heart rate variability (HRV), heart rate, respiration, and electroencephalogram (EEG)

3. Test the hypothesis that flow is a hierarchical process consisting of a series of related
pathways rather than an overarching state

Susan Jackson’s Flow Short Scale (FSS) was administered and the four drivers scored the
highest in clear goals, loss of self consciousness, and action-awareness merging. Autotelic
experience and transformation of time scored lowest.

HRV and heart rate were positively correlated to FSS scores--meaning both of these metrics
increased as flow scores improved.  Respiration was negatively correlated to flow.  Of these
three metrics, statistical significance was only found in respiration likely due to data loss.  EEG
data revealed higher, more varied Brain Frequency Variability and activity across frequency
channels in low flow responses.

II. Background
Since Mihály Csíkszentmihályi’s initial writings on flow in 1975, our measurement of flow has
largely been limited to subjective psychometric instruments involving interrupting an activity or
retrospective reflection.  An analytical model of flow entails balancing these self-reports with the
underlying physiology of the state, focusing on the autonomic nervous system and brain
function.  The present study looks to elaborate on this analytical model of flow.

Flow Proximal Conditions and Characteristics



According to  Csíkszentmihályi’s pioneering research on flow, the state has nine characteristics
(Csíkszentmihályi 1997).  Three of these characteristics he later claimed are proximal
conditions, or preconditions in order to enter into flow (Csíkszentmihályi et al. 1993).   The
proximal conditions are as follows:

1. Challenge-Skill Balance: The task is optimally challenging such that one is on the midline
between boredom and anxiety by being pushed to the upper limit of their skill set but not
beyond it

2. Clear Goals: It is clear what the individual seeks to accomplish during the given task
3. Unambiguous Feedback: The individual can immediately interact with their environment

to see how they are progressing towards their goals

Additionally, the following are the characteristics flow according to Csíkszentmihályi:

1. Action-Awareness Merging: One moment blends into the next with no clear divide
between the action and the awareness of performing that action

2. High Concentration: The individual is deeply focused on the task at hand
3. Sense of control: There is a sense of personal control or agency over the situation or

activity
4. Loss of self-consciousness: There is a loss of reflective self-consciousness
5. Transformation of time: Time either seems to be moving faster or slower than normal
6. Autotelic experience: The experience of the activity is autotelic—containing its own

meaning and purpose, not motivated by anything beyond itself, thematically
self-contained

The distinction between the proximal conditions that Csíkszentmihályi claims as necessary for
entering flow and the characteristics of flow sheds light on whether the proximal conditions
should factor into a definition of the flow experience or should be modeled as preconditions.
Additionally, the present study also contends that high concentration is better classified as a
trigger than a characteristic.

Action sport athletes reveal additional characteristics in this model of flow resulting from high
stakes and novel environments (Kotler, 2014):

1. High consequences: that is, some kind of risk: physical, mental, social, emotional, etc.
2. Deep embodiment: the engagement of multiple sensory streams at once, learning

through doing
3. Rich environment: lots of novelty, complexity, and unpredictability in the environment
4. Creativity: specifically, pattern recognition, or the linking together of new ideas

The current study hypothesizes that--in addition to the characteristics mentioned in the original
research--the four additional characteristics of flow will be present in Formula 1 drivers.



Physiology and Neural Correlates

The area of physiology and neural correlates of flow, or how the body and brain responds to
flow, is still in a rudimentary stage.  Various hypotheses have been demonstrated, however
many open questions remain.  For instance, the physiological demands of an activity oftentimes
overwhelms the underlying signal of sensitive metrics such as heart rate variability or brain
electrical activity.  There are also many issues with measurement in motion, leading to a shift of
focus from measuring during the activity towards measurement pre and post activity.

The physiological correlates generally and neural correlates more specifically reinforce an
analytical model of flow by reinforcing research in the subject experience (psychology) with the
underlying phenomena in the body (neuroscience).  Since flow is a spectrum and current
models rely on helpful but often coarse-grained instruments, understanding these correlates
supports a more granular understanding of flow in real time and its opportunities for
physiology-based training mechanisms.

A Process Model

Recent findings in neuroscience model brain phenomena as hierarchies, processes, and
pathways.  The value of these abstractions lies in their framing of the complexity of brain activity
in terms of processes with stages that activate various pathways or networks.  The original
model of flow understood the experience as an overall state, later differentiating proximal
conditions that are themselves part of that state.

Additionally, one of the core assumptions behind many psychometric instruments including
those used in the context of flow research is that each element contributes to the same extent to
the object of study.  More specifically, one of the most common tools for assessing flow
states--Susan Jackson’s Flow State Scale--weighs the challenge-skill balance (the most
researched element of flow) the same as the other characteristics when calculating its final
assessment of flow.  In other words, the current tools for assessing flow are not conducive to a
hierarchical model or latent features due to their underlying assumptions.

The current study hypothesizes that the following elements of flow have a more influential role in
whether an individual is able to enter into flow and therefore can be seen at the beginning of the
flow process: challenge-skill balance, clear goals, unambiguous feedback, high concentration,
high consequences, and rich environment.  In general, the elements of flow are more complex
than proximal conditions and characteristics.  This study will therefore explore the possibility of
weighing the various elements in terms of their overall contribution to flow and orient them
sequentially within the overall process.



III. Literature Review

Flow Proximal Conditions and Characteristics

Csíkszentmihályi’s 1975 research detailed the nine characteristics in flow.  Nakamura and
Csíkszentmihályi later differentiated the proximal conditions of flow from the subjective
experience of being in flow.  In this view, attention plays a key role in entering into flow since
attention determines which information appears in consciousness:

Entering flow is largely a function of how attention has been focused in the past
and how it is focused in the present by the activity’s structural conditions. [...]
Clear proximal goals, immediate feedback, and just-manageable levels of
challenge orient the organism, in a unified and coordinated way, so that attention
becomes completely absorbed into the stimulus field defined by the activity.
(Nakamura and Csíkszentmihályi, 2002)

In brief, attentional processes focus the information that enters into conscious awareness on the
task at hand and therefore play a critical role in flow. In this view, it could also be said that high
concentration is a proximal condition to flow as well, as having already leveraged attentional
networks to focus on the task at hand would likely be necessary to enter into flow.

While Csíkszentmihályi’s original work explored a wide spectrum of individuals, later research
focusing on action sport athletes offers additional insight into how environmental components
affect the attentional network in macro flow (Kotler, 2014). This use case layers in high
consequences and rich environment as proximal conditions to entering into flow since both of
these conditions drive attention into the moment.

Additional work to expand the characteristics of flow in a group setting and in the stop/start sport
of golf has been conducted, also opening up new ways to conceptualize flow (Sawyer, 2007;
Swann, 2012).

Physiology and Neural Correlates
A foundational theory in the neural correlates of flow and any altered state more generally was
proposed by Dietrich (2004).  This theory looks at the explicit system--responsible for higher
level, rule-based cognitive function--versus the implicit system, which is associated with
skill-based knowledge.  This theory posits that transient hypofrontality, or the temporary
suppression of the analytical and meta-conscious qualities of the explicit system, are necessary
for flow.



Later work looked at fMRI data of video game players, finding distinguishable brain activation
patterns in the reward-related midbrain structures in addition to the cognitive and sensorimotor
networks (Kasen 2012).  Similar findings also using fMRI were later constructed and associated
with various brain structures (Ulrich 2014).

Little research has been done on the brain electrical correlates to flow using EEG until quite
recently (Katahira 2018).  By studying 16 participants using arithmetic tasks, theta activities in
the frontal areas were higher while in flow and overload states versus a boredom conditions.
Alpha activity in the frontal and right central area gradually increased depending on task
difficulty.  Additionally, the 10 hz frequency can be conceptualized as a transitional fulcrum
between brain states, offering an avenue for understanding expertise through brain electrical
activation in relation to this frequency during an activity (Garcia-Rill 2016).

The general physiological expression of flow was found in studying expert pianists, finding that
heart period, blood pressure, HRV, expression of the zygomaticus major muscle, and respiratory
depth all correlated to flow (de Manzano 2010).

A Process Model

Flow as a process rather than an overall state was first proposed in the context of online
learning where progression through learning challenges demanded a more granular,
moment-by-moment understanding of flow (Pearce, 2005). This model represented flow as a
path where each student progresses through the challenge-skill space. This didn’t examine the
internal structure of flow but rather the progression of students in light of the challenge-skill
balance.

Later work examined the interrelationships among the components of flow in 1048 Japanese
University students engaged in physical activity (Kawabata, 2011).  Confirmatory factor analysis
and structural equation modeling was used on the 36-item questionnaire, validating the
distinction between proximal conditions and characteristics of flow.  In addition to distinguishing
proximal conditions from the characteristics of flow, this study posits that transformation of time
and loss of self-consciousness are downstream processes from the other characteristics of flow.
It should be noted that there is these components can be viewed as interrelated and
self-perpetuating, not nearly as a one-way process.

While the concept of flow has remained consistent over time, the measurement of flow has
varied based on increased complexity in conceptualizing the process and domain-specific
demands (Moneta 2012).  A hybrid model has been proposed to separate proximal conditions
from the characteristics of flow.

Some work has been done on latent factor analysis of FSS responses pointing to a latent model
of flow (Kawabata 2012, Kawabata 2014).



IV. Research Design and Methods

To explore these hypotheses, five Formula 1 Drivers will be attached to EEG, heart rate, and
respiratory sensors.  EEG will be captured using a FocusBand combined with a beta version of
the company’s app. TK—Focus Band explanation. The other physiological measures will be
captured using a Medtronic Zephyr, which captures heart rate, breathing rate, and HRV as well
as accelerometry, core body temperature, and percent of heart rate max. Eye movement will be
tracked using ASL eye tracking glasses. The MyndBand BLE EEG Brainwave Headset will likely
not be used.

The driving itself will be divided into the following exercises, all performed in a simulator and on
a familiar track:

1. Cognitive load: 3 laps in total, 2 with counting backwards by 3’s and 1 without counting
2. 2-lap qualifier: 2 laps for a qualifying round
3. 1-lap qualifier: 1 lap for a qualifying round
4. Race: a 19-lap race

A post-drive questionnaire will assess demographics, implicit vs explicit reasoning, performance
in the simulator, and metrics of flow.  The flow component of the questionnaire will include
Jackson’s LONG Flow State Scale (FSS-2)-Physical in addition to questions specific to
consequences and the other hypotheses explored within Kotler’s work.

To capture the following additional characteristics, the following questions will be used
(questions 37-42 in Appendix I below):

1. High consequences: A lot was resting on my performance
2. Rich Environment: The experience had a good amount of change that was difficult to

predict
3. Deep Embodiment: The experience engaged multiple senses at once
4. Creativity: I could innovate new ways of approaching challenges

At the end of the experiment window, there should be about 30 minutes to retry exercises as
needed.  One area of possible exploration is the mental reset used with a driver’s mind
wanders.



V. Preliminary Suppositions and Implications

Flow Proximal Conditions and Characteristics

Since drivers took the FSS after each of their four runs, the average across all of these samples
were taken.  Drivers scored the highest in clear goals, loss of self consciousness, and the
merger of action-awareness.  They scored lowest in autotelic experience and transformation of
time.

In terms of the four additional characteristics that were tested, drivers generally rated deep
embodiment high and the other characteristics low.  This could speak to how flow differs at
various levels of expertise where rich environment and creativity are diminished as an individual
builds mastery in a domain.

Physiology and Neural Correlates

Due to data loss, we were only able to observe statistical significance in the negative correlation
between FSS results and respiration, showing that breathing slowed down in the drivers during
flow.  HR and HRV were both positively correlated to flow, but given the smaller data size these
results were near the 0.05 alpha threshold for statistical significance but cannot be considered
statistically significant at this time.



Figure 1: A positive correlation is observed between average heart rate and HRV across the laps in a
given trial.  A negative correlation is seen with respiration, indicating that respiration slows in drivers when
in flow.

Average HR vs FSS: 0.56 (p-value: 0.07)
Average respiration vs FSS: -0.66 (p-value: 0.03)
Average HRV vs FSS: 0.51 (p-value: 0.11)

Figure 2: Using an alpha threshold of .05 where a p-value below this threshold is considered to be
statistically significant, only respiration is shown to be statistically significant.

The EEG data was analyzed, focusing on comparing a drivers best and worst FSS results.  The
plots below show the actual trials as time between the two vertical lines. Different frequency
bands are plotted in their respective colors.  The red line is brain frequency variability (BFV),
which appears to be the strongest correlate back to flow results. Supporting the 10 hz
hypothesis for transitional brain states, it appears as though the lower and more consistent the
BFV score, the more likely the driver is to be in flow.

Best FSS Worst FSS



Figure 3: For each of the four drivers, the EEG recording (frequency bands and brain frequency
variability) corresponding to their best and worst FSS results are plotted.

A Process Model

Challenge-skill balance, clear goals, and unambiguous feedback all scored highly across the
different FSS results.  This supports the hypothesis that flow is a process and these
characteristics are better seen as preconditions rather than elements of flow itself.  More
research is needed in order to fully explore this theory.

Challenges

There were a number of challenges in the study that could be controlled for in future
experiments.

First, there was significant data loss due to a problem with the simulator where one of the four
driver’s data was lost.  While EEG and FSS data was logged for this driver, HR, HRV, and
respiration data were all lost.  Additionally, eye tracking was not used due to the difficulty of
using the hardware.  Also, it’s currently unclear what the best way of analyzing this data might
be, though Joan Vicker’s quiet eye research could give some indication into how to use it.



Second, the coaches reported some nervousness amongst the drivers with having outside
researchers studying their driving.  This stress and context switch could result in some variability
in the data.  Future studies can control for this with additional warm-up rounds and other ways
of building familiarity with the researchers and experimental design.

Third, there was a wide range of skills in the group including the individual who originally
created the simulator.  More data collected on individual study participants could help even out
some of the variability across drivers.

Finally, there is a big opportunity for pre and post assessment of the drivers to quantify
something like preparedness for flow.  The analysis of overtraining based on parasympathetic
and sympathetic nervous system activity could prove to be a fruitful mechanism for
recommending when and how best to recover for training.

VI. Conclusion
This study establishes a relationship between driver physiology and their subjective experience
of flow.  While correlation was seen across heart rate, HRV, and respiration, additional
experiments are needed to demonstrate this with statistical significance of heart rate and HRV
due to the data loss experienced.  The HRV finding in particular appears to confirm past
research and support the importance a balanced autonomic nervous system in the expression
of flow.  Some preliminary work has been conducted surrounding the 10 hz hypothesis in brain
electrical activity as a proxy for expertise and the current study appears to confirm this in a
rudimentary way.

In terms of the characteristics of flow, clear goals, loss of self consciousness, and the merger of
action anawareness all scored highly in the experiment.  Familiarity with the exercise could
explain this and hint at future research avenues concerning the role of cognitive load in entering
flow.  Autotelic experience and transformation of time scored lowest, possibly due to the
implications of having outside researchers in the simulation environment.  Data was too sparse
to confirm a hierarchical model of flow.
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VIII. Appendix I: Survey

See document here

X. Appendix II: Data

See document here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PrNP7ZxqmURgxxV5Zt3svlDREenXkJFY0EuvhNQdqZ0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DZJ15mc_ue4t2-IyQbnqU82BtIE3ZCOYh9ihUW4GIBg/edit?usp=sharing

